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Editorial
Much to Gain From
Being Snapped Up
Laid-off workers must reskill themselves
India’s information technology majors are laying
off staff, amidst slow revenue growth, restrictions
on visa availability for traditional deployment of
engineers from India at the client’s site for work and
disruptive changes in the IT sector. Does this indicate
crisis? Should the government intervene to protect
laid-off employees?
The answer to either question is in the negative.
Indian IT companies are being forced to change their
business model. This is not crisis. Layers of middle
management are being rendered superfluous, thanks
to automation and technological change within the
IT industry itself.Digital transformation, enabled by
cloud computing, data analytics and the Internet of
Things, offer huge opportunities for the industry. It
needs new skills and new ways of doing things, that
is all.
Nasscom forecasts industry revenue to touch $154
billion in FY 2017 compared to $143 billion in FY
2016, marking a single-digit 8% growth in the IT and
IT-enabled services sector, which contributes half of
the country’s ser vice exports and around 7.7% of
GDP .
Bloomberg Intelligence analysts see digital
products as the growth drivers of the IT services
industry . However, the share of digital at TCS and
Wipro ranges 18-22%, compared with 42-45% at
IBM and Accenture. This must rise.
Industry also worries that regulatory hurdles and
labour regulation that restricts access of Indian
manpower in their export market will make software
companies less competitive, dent profit margins and
hurt their growth. Such concerns are not misplaced,
and must drive the industry to move swiftly to shift to
highproductivity labour in new areas.
IT engineers who have lost jobs are not exactly
the wretched of the earth. They can find new jobs or,
better still, create new ones. India’s ongoing mobile
broadband revolution will create new opportunities
aplenty: in financial services, healthcare, eduction
and entertainment. Of course, they might need
to learn new skills and unlearn old ones, to grab
those opportunities. But that is the new normal of
globalised growth. If IT veterans cannot be counted
upon to adapt, who can?

An Ummer Fayaz to a Wani

The Indian Army also has it own
Kashmir story to tell.. Is the Indian
Army an occupati on force in Kashmir?
Over the last three-and-a-half decades
that the army has been deployed in the
Valley , this question has taken many
meanings and forms, ranging from
marauding, ruthless troops to being a
force of stability in a difficult, violent

occupation
force
tag
through
institutional responses, making the point
that it has robust and fair mechanisms
to deal with errant actions, regardless of
rank and order. To this end, it has shown
willingness to open itself up to public
scrutiny and debate where needed, trying
to protect its operational privileges in the
Valley guaranteed by the Armed Forces

situation. Today when the situation in
the Valley is being compared with the
late 1980s and 1990s when the army
moved in large numbers, what’s easily
forgotten is the interregnum.
The army is, today , a part of daily
life in Kashmir. New generations of
Kashmiris have grown up living next
door to military camps while the army ,
too, has learnt more about dealing with
the Valley .
Here to Help
It has sought to wean off the

(Special Powers) Act (Afspa).
But behind this iron wall, the one
narrative that the Indian Army has
worked hard to cultivate is that of its
own ethos rubbing off on local life. The
army has always lived in this strong selfbelief that regardless of what anyone
says or does, as an institution, it has
always won the hearts and minds of
people in insurgencyhit areas.
So, when the Naga regiment does
well in Kargil operations, it becomes
a moment of glory for this narrative -a
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What does this add up to? Fayaz’s
kill ing is bound to strengthen the milita
ry’s resolve even further. It will dig
its heels in and want authority to deal
with any violent situation. The test for
the government will be on wheth er to
provide that legal comfort with in the
Afspa by way of fresh legislati on or
amendment after the recent Su preme
Court order on allowing first information
reports (FIRs) to be reg istered on
encounters. Yes, the Valley is probably
set up for difficult times given the
acrimo ny between India and Pakistan.
But Fayaz’s killing has changed the com
plexion of the pitch completely . The
Indian Army believes that it’s own story
is on test now and it simply can not let
things slide back. Essentially , the Indian
Army locates itself within the country’s
democratic narrative and is increasingly
using those tools to register protest or to
counter allegations of excess, or, for that
matter, even to address veteran welfare
issues. This is a gradual but impressive
evolution of a colonial army into a
democratic civiliancontrolled one, quite
different from some of the other armies
in the subcontinent that shares the same
roots.
So, when described as an occupation
force in the Valley , the Indian Army has
tried to respond with its own reach-out.
After all, just like those who pulled out
an unsuspecting Fayaz from a wedding,
there was also an insider who helped the
Army and gave up Wani. And, to that
extent, for the army , the battle lines in
the Valley are drawn between the idea of
Fayaz and the narrative of Wani -a cause
they believe is worth fighting for.

A Law Unto Themselves
There’s once upon a time. The Flipkart delivery
guy always rings twice.But India remains the only
country in the world where the triple talaq remains
law. Which means that an Indian Muslim man, by the

Welcome Revision
of Industrial Index
It is welcome that the Index of Industrial
Production (IIP) has been revised, albeit after much
delay, and that an institutional mechanism is now
in place to include new products in the items basket
and delete those that have lost their relevance, on an
annual basis. Dynamic revision of the index would
lead to better output estimates.
The new index shows that industrial production is
more buoyant than as per the previous estimate, and
further that there’s been a sharp deceleration in output
following the withdrawal of large currency notes last
November.
In changing the base year of the index from 200405 to 2011-12 (output in the new base year has the
index number of 100), 149 new items such as cement
clinkers and refined palm oil have been added, while
124 items such as calculators and TV picture tubes
have been discontin ued.
Also, manufactures have a slightly larger weight
in the index, electricity a bit less, although the
latter now includes renewable energy , while the
weight for mining is about the same. There are other
improvements in the index designed to better estimate
output.Under capital goods, the plan is to factor in
work in progress as well, to more accurately gauge
output of lumpy capital equipment. Also, for double
the items, 109, output data would now be captured
in value terms, taking into account the inflation rate.
There remains the issue of timely capture of
production data in the organised sector, and its
estimation in the non-formal sector. Automation
and internet-enabled data-gathering could overcome
the many vagaries involved, and carefully designed
surveys should better reveal output in the unorganised
sector.Goods and services tax will also be a big
help in this regard. We also need to construct and
operationalise a dynamic index of services production.

story of how the Nagas, identified with
insurgent groups, were recruited, trained
and equipped to fight for India.
Lt Ummer Fayaz represented that
part of the narrative in Kashmir for the
Indian Army . Which is why his killing
has hurt the army more than all the
sloganeering and assertions of it being
an occupation force. In other words,
Fayaz symbolised all that the army
believes it has got right in Kashmir.
The constant internal refrain within
the army is that the last three decades have
seen many of the likes of Burhan Wani
in the Valley capturing the imagination
of a particular generation at that time but
never an alternate hero. Wani also had his
impact on this generation of Kashmiris.
He became a poster boy of the Kashmiri
struggle all over again with the Pakistan
establishment highlighting his case in
capitals across the world.
This time, however, India, too, has
a Kashmiri face in Fayaz, one that the
army believes is a result of its efforts.
When close to 20,000 young men turn up
at its recruitment fairs, the army views
it a statement of confidence.The belief
among the forces appears quite strong
that left to their own, Kashmir’s youth
will take up employment opportunities
in large numbers. So, the parallel with
the past may be appealing but the
situation on the ground is clearly not in
the same league. The Indian Army is not
only well-entrenched but it also believes
it has an effective story to stand for and
fight for, one that it has nurtured and
protected despite political upheavals in
the last three decades.
Service Before Self

power invested in Section 2 of the Muslim Personal
Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1937, can, like the
Beatles chorus line of `Back in the US Back in the
US Back in the USSR’, divorce his wife by simply
uttering `talaq, talaq, talaq’. For a country that defines
its secularism not along the thick line of separation
between religion and state but by the all-embracing
Article 14 of the Constitution `The State shall not
deny to any person equality before the law and equal
protection of laws within the territory of India’ circa
2017 India sure knows how to treat all laws as equal,
but some laws more equal than others. The Supreme
Court, currently hearing arguments for petitions
challenging the validity of the triple talaq, could soon
well be discussing arguments pertaining to how many
angels can be allowed to dance on a pinhead.

Personal laws based on various religious groupings
have been allowed to exist in secular India. The Hindu
Succession Act, 1956, for instance, provides guidelines
for property inheritance among Hindus, Buddhists,
Jains and Sikhs. Similarly, the Parsi Marriage and
Divorce Act, 1936, and the Hindu Marriage Act,
1955, can be jollily used by Parsis and Hindus
respectively if they choose to override the rather
ironically named Special Marriage Act, which
applies irrespective of the religion of those getting
married.
Congressman-lawyer Kapil Sibal has been
arguing the case on behalf of the All India Muslim
Personal Law Board (AIMPLB). On Friday , he
argued before the Supreme Court bench headed
by Chief Justice J S Khehar that triple talaq was a
“non-issue“ because the practice was “optional“.
That’s like saying prenatal sex determination
would’ve been a non-issue if it had been made optional.
The case being made that instances of triple talaq
are rare and, therefore, inconsequential -“No prudent
Muslim would wake up one fine morning and say
`Talaq, talaq and talaq’,“ says the prudent Sibal -is
made to fit the larger argument of `personal matters’
being protected from the orangutan arms of the law.
This has been the `liberal’ argument of `respecting
customs’, even when they come in direct conflict with
Indian law.
Sibal may remember what followed in the wake
of the Shah Bano verdict in 1985 in which Bano had
challenged the Muslim Personal Law that denied her
alimony . In 1986, the Government of India overturned
the Supreme Court judgement that granted her alimony
.It, therefore, overturned the law, by facilitating the

passage of the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on
Divorce) Act that allowed `maintenance’ to a divorced
Muslim woman “till 90 days after the divorce“, again
“according to the provisions of Islamic law“.
Section 125 of the Criminal Procedure Code, which
was to provide Shah Bano justice like any other Indian
woman, was kicked out of one of Parliament’s chhajjashaded windows. And the modern usage of the word
`appeasement’ was born.
The AIMPLB, like Asterix’s Gaulish village
holding out against the Roman Empire, has successfully
portrayed itself as the protector of the `Muslim way
of life’, which is being threatened by an overriding,
hostile force that sees religion as irrelevant.
But when one confronts those `occasional’ triple
talaq cases, or even the `rarer’ ones of nikah halala
-such as the one reported in October last year when a
Muslim man from Jaipur drugged his wife and forced
her to have sex with a friend, since by conducting nikah
halala, “a woman must consummate her marriage with
another man if she wants to go back to her former
husband, with whom she has been divorced“ -one
comes to the borderline of moral relativism.
If the Uttar Pradesh elections showed one thing,
it was that entities such as the AIMPLB hold very
few in their sway these days. The Supreme Court is
investigating whether “something which is considered
abhorrent by religion [Islam] be validated by law“.
The real question is whether the law of the land can
be flicked aside in the name of protecting any grouping,
whether based on religion or shoe size. It’s time to roll
out the Uniform Civil Code.

Live within your means, but don’t be stingy
We have heard enough
strictures about living within our
means. Every lesson on personal fi
nance begins with the need to spend
less, save more, and trade current
pleasures for future comfort. Focus
on the goals, we are told. But then,
where does one draw the line? Does
our quest for financial security lead
us to becoming cheap and miserly?
Frugality is a virtue, but stingy
people are shunned by society.
What is the difference between
being frugal and being stingy?
We may not know if we
are being virtuously frugal or
abhorrently cheap, but everyone
else can tell. Misers hardly have
friends, and typically dislike most
people around them too. If you
find a tight group of people always
bound in their own principles about
spending, blissfully unaware of
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being shunned by everyone else,
you know that they have taken
it too far. A frugal person would
reciprocate the dinner invitation
of friends, but a miser would take
advantage of other’s invitation
but almost never call anyone over
for a meal he would host.The
unwillingness to spend is different
from unwillingness to waste,
and society tends to identify the
difference quite well. Many of us
have friends and relatives who will
always converse with warmth and
invite us to their homes, except
that they would not firm up a date
or time, ever.When an occasion to
act on their professed intent arises,
we will find them making excuses.
They are the stingy and cheap lot
who have no intention of spending
any of their money on others. They
are likely to be keeping accounts
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even with their siblings and making
a virtue out of it. We also have
friends who would create a lavish
spread when we go over to dine at
their homes, only to impress us with
their wealth and perceived position
in society.These are the spendthrifts
who put their spending ahead of
their ability to do so.The frugal
are the realists who stand between
these two extremes.
Frugal people find ways
and means to get creative about
spending. Remember how our
aunts and uncles would visit us
with homemade goodies? They
were unwilling to spend on a box
of store-bought chocolates, but
substituted it with something they
made with their hands, with love
and care. The value of what they
do is what matters to the frugal,
and they focus on maximizing that

quality. The stingy would focus on the price, and be willing
to buy something only because it is cheap. They lack the
creativity to think through their decisions about money and
choose some thing of value, given their obsession about
price. You will typically find them compromising quality
for price, only because they feel good about saving some
money and getting themselves a good deal.
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